


The Focus Foundation opens the exhibition of its painting prize 

 

The exhibition, which will be opened until the end of October, includes the fourth winner, 
“Circuito de inspiración”, by Dis Berlin, and the second prize of Simón Arrebola and Marina 
Rodríguez. 

 

The Venerables Hospital, head office of the Foundation Focus-Abengoa, holds a selection of 438 
works of art presented to the annual prize of the institution. Altogether 31 works that can be seen 
until 26th October. “Circuito de inspiración”, by Mariano Carrrera, Dis Berlin, (Soria, 1959) is the 
painting that got the prize in July, with 24,000 €. “Fons Vitae”, by Simón Arrebola (Torre del 
Campo, Jaén, 1979) and “Psicoideo. Máscaras”, by Marina Rodríguez (Granada, 1980) got both 
second prizes, with 6,000 € each. 

 

“It is a very complex picture, very detailed, to look at it very carefully. I wanted to build a short of 
circuit, of maze, to reflect in this journey the registers and routes which take part in inspiration”, 
said Berlin about his work of art. “Circuito de inspiración”, a really “unusual” picture, means for 
the artist a door to other pictures. The theme of the painting, although dealt with in different 
ways, is a recurrent topic in his production, an artist who likes putting together very different 
elements and registers and who is connected from his beginning, in the 80s, to Spanish modernity. 

 

In “Psicoideo. Máscara”, a work that is part of a series started in 2004, Rodriguez bases on the 
Jungian thinking that deals with residual images of the collective unconsciousness to build 
something “similar to a votive offering. She does it by means of “tiny round drawings that build 
real African masks, with a religious content and meaning, but also with medieval and mystic 
symbols or automatic writing elements”, said the artist, who is very interested in Antonio Porta’s 
work, which has created his own small country, coins, symbols and language for his ability to 
“build, as spiders, their own web” apart from unavoidable influences. 

 

Arrebola, who is preparing at the moment his first individual exhibition in Seville, represents with 
“Fons Vitae” –a mixture of the “mythology known everywhere” and his own- the finishing touch to 
a series about Virgin’s Litanies which have developed in several years. Childhood memories, 
paradise notions and summer evocations live together in the work of art, which was developed in 
one year and that will mean a before and after in his career. 
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